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About This Content

Eris, a world of discord and darkness, needs your help! Restore the light to a new planet in Waveform's first DLC pack.

Key Features:

7 new levels to explore. Re-play them in Challenge Mode for remastered experiences too!

Interact with a brand new object - the Pulsar

Experience another mind-bending bonus level in Reverse Mode!

New Deep Space Mode with a new leaderboard to conquer

5 new achievements

To access this content in-game once you've purchased it, scroll left from Pluto in the "Select Level" screen and you'll be
able to play the levels of Eris. The content is playable no matter how far you've progressed in the main game.
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Yes yes yes yes. So much fun!!! Local co-op with a friend, I wear the headset while my friend uses an Xbox controller to take
orders and give drinks, he yells numbers at me while I frantically make them for him. Very funny moments, my face was sore
for smiling and my throat is sore from laughing. Vey cheap game too! A must have!!. fun little change of pace game worth the
price. Unusual idea to paint objects by wrapping them in rope, but really doesn't have much to recommend it. Maybe of some
interest if you're interested in art.. Imagine Tetris, but each block is one square, and the square has one or more arrows on it.
You cannot move the blocks around and drop them where you want like you can in Tetris. They just fall and mix things up. If it
reaches the top, you lose, just like in Tetris. The game consists of clicking on a square, and a light pops out and goes up to three
spaces away, lighting up any other blocks of the same color, following those blocks' arrows as well. If you light up three or more
blocks, they each disappear, and the other blocks fall lower, Tetris style.

The problem is that sometimes you just can't find a match. Tetris is always engaging, even when it's moving slow, in my
opinion. However, with Tidalis, there were periods of 60 seconds or so, where I was just staring, without 3 blocks that I could
match, waiting on more to fall, and it could take a while. I believe you can speed it up, a bit, but I think the lack of things to do
at times in this game is a fundamental flaw. I don't like Tetris better because of nostalgia. I will sell the original Super Mario
Bros out to any game I think is better, and same with Tetris. However, Tidalis is not superior to Tetris, or even on the same
playing field. It's kinda like rebooting a film when the original was great. Reboot something that is garbage and make it better.

Tidalis should have been a spin on a game that needed improvements; not on a fairly perfectly-designed game, at least in my
opinion.. Great Tower Defense game, 9/10. Many achievements, nice upgrades and a unique 1-3 star rating (if anyone as much
as touches on of you gems, you lose a star, if they manage to bring it away, you lose another...). Enough levels to keep you busy
earning all stars, upgrades and achievements. Last levels are quite hard to perfect.. Randomly Generated Dungeon,has minotaur
in some where. The agression range is very high,makes of frustrating encounters.Has 1 level + endless mode. 4 items,
medpack,gold thread to show the way, cuirass armor,one more item i never found and 1 weapon , a gun. You can not kill the
minotaur. Game last for 1h if you dont plan for more random labs with same stuff in it.. Only bought it for zombies.. looks good
better then Cities Skylines more Function more flexible. like Nitendo classical game in 80s
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I wanted a video game. I bought a video game. I now have a video game.. Very good loco, recommended. A small roguelike that
gets harder as you progress. Minimalistic artstyle similar to Downwell(albeit with only 4 palettes) and tense music contribute to
the OVERWHELMing atmosphere of being surrounded by aliens on an alien world.

The game is very hard, and while it does adhere to the "horror", having to do the same thing over and over can get tedious so
don't hesitate to try the assist options. Some things are definitely oldschool bs like camera not panning to the side when entering
a room, aliens leaping at you off the screen(especially if you get hit once or twice which makes the visible area very small). The
bosses will be hard at first, but only one boss made me try more than 5 times.. This game is a bit unusual and is not that fun, but
considering it was worth cents and comes with steam cards, I would have to say, get it!. i like it. triangularly :). I wanted to like
this, but <-------- there's the but.

There's a game breaking bug close to the end where the days no longer progress. It's just a clicky game.
I want substance. I can't recommend it, and I really needed my $6 back. Not worth it.. Okay After Played more than 1500 Hours
on this Game i can say ....its a Best Counter Strike Game Ever.
Every thing is similar to CS 1.6
But Best Mode Is Zombie Scenario Mode.

I would like to Recommend People to download this Game and Take a Advantage of Being a Counter Strike Lover.

After 8th Feb Update...CSNZ Improved alott from back time update.
New Auction Event makes each and every player has Good weapons and they have the chance to collect them from Auction.

Now Just one thing i want to Say to NEXON\/VALVE\/Game Devs...after removing Mileage Decoder,now there's shortage of
mileages. So,i requsting you guys if you guys Start selling Mileages on Shop. i Will be really helpfull for Each and Every Player
can Use the Auction properly :)

Thank You..... it's a simple game to relax to. it gives a very very very simplified version of how plants grow, like the Magic
School bus episode, but even more simpler. I'd wait to get on sale if you're interested in playing.. This is a great retro style
platformer. Some of the jumping and crouching mechanics are hit or miss and feel a bit clunky. The story is meh (but who is
going to play it for the narrative?). Soundtrack is pretty good though it does loop.
The art is also really nice.
All in all a great little game that I have enjoyed plus its dirt cheap.
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